2021 CT LC Senior Championships
Thursday-Sunday, July 8th-July 11th

Additional information regarding SR Championships:

Coaches Meeting

The coaches meeting has been changed to 6:30pm on Thursday, 7/8. It will be held in front of the
administration table near the diving boards.

Weather

Thunder/Lightning
Per facility guidelines, in the case or thunder or lightning, the pool deck will need to be cleared. No one will be
allowed back on the pool deck until 30 minutes after the last report of thunder or lightning. There wont be
enough room in the lobby and locker room for everyone so it is suggested that swimmers, coaches and
officials wait in their vehicles. If you don’t have a vehicle, you can stay inside the lobby or the locker room.

Any delays based on the weather will result in the remaining breaks for the session being
removed. If the session is cancelled meet management will attempt to move events to another
session as is viable.
Rain
While rain itself wont effect our ability to run the meet, it may force all the swimmers inside the facility. The
garage doors may need to be shut if the air temperature drops or there is a sizable volume of rainfall.
Wind
If there is significant enough wind, the garage doors of the facility will need to be closed. If that is the case all
the teams will need to be inside the facility.

Spectators

Since there are still certain Covid restrictions regarding facility capacity, spectators will only be allowed when
the facilities doors are open and teams can comfortably stay outside on the grass.
Based on the most recent weather forecasts, there wont be any spectators at the meet at the Thursday PM and Friday
AM session. The other session will be determined at a later time.
When spectators are allowed, they will be limited to the yellow and orange area in the diagram attached. The

orange area is standing room only and chairs cannot be set up in that area. Those wishing to watch a race
may do so in the orange area but will need to return to the yellow area when the race is over. If everyone
follows this guideline, there should be enough room for everyone to see the races they want to see.
Spectators need to access the pool thru the chain link gate not thru the facility entrance.

Scratches

Session
Thursday Evening

Scratch Deadline
Thursday, 12:00pm

Friday AM Session

Thursday, 7:00pm

Friday PM Session

Friday, 10:00am

Saturday AM Session Friday, 10:00am
Saturday PM Session Saturday, 10:00am
Sunday AM Session

Saturday, 10:00am

Sunday PM Session

Sunday, 10:00am

Email your scratches for the Thursday Evening Session by 12:00pm to Dave
Modzelewski(dmodzeleski@sccymca.org).

Warm-up Assignments

Attached are the Warm-up Assignments

Job Assignments

Attached are the Job Assignments

Updated Timelines

Attached are the updated timelines.

Team Tents

Tents need to be broken down after each session. Once tents are broken down, they can be left lying along
the berm, in one of the team sheds(check with one of the CDOG coaches).

